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(10points)Directions: There are 20 incomplete sentences in this

section. For each sentence there are four choices marked A, B, C,

and D. Choose the ONE that best completes the sentence. Then

blacken the corresponding letter on the ANSWER SHEET with a

pencil.1. The education ________ for the coming year is about $ 4

billion, which is much more thanwhat people expected.A. tariff B.

revenue C. budget D. fee2. It will be safer to walk the streets because

people will not need to carry large amounts of cash. virtually all

financial _________ will be conducted by computer.A.

transmissions B. transitions C. transactions D. transformations3. At

last, the prisoner was ______ of his civil liberty for three years.A.

derived B. stripped C. deprived D. declined4. Your failure to

________ with a supervisor’s direction will result in your scores

beingcancelled.A. comply B. compel C. conform D. compile10. I

shall take you back to Beijing ______ you are well enough to

travel.A. presently B. promptly C. immediately D. shortly11. Those

nations that _________ in the internal affairs of another nation

should beuniversally condemned.A. interrelate B. interrupt C.

intervene D. interfere12. _______ these questions may sound

academic, answers to them could have profoundeconomic and

political significance.A. Since B. While C. Unless D. Lest13. There



are nations whose __________ of contact with the outside world has

resulted in poverty.A. short B. lack C. thirst D. appetites14.

Everything requires __________ . To me the motto is never give

up.A. persistence B. consistency C. constancy D. insistence15.The

newly-built Science Building seems_______ enough to last a

hundred years.A. spacious B. sophisticated C. substantial D.

steady16. When I bought this watch, I was given a year’s

________.A. assurance B. insurance C. guarantee D. safety17.

Britain’s press is unusual __________ it is divided into two very

different types of newspaper:the quality press and the popular

press.A. in how B. in which C. in what D. in that18. The mother said

she would ________ her son washing the dishes if he could finish

hisassignment before supper.A. let down B. let alone C. let off D. let

out19. They worked together and so _________ the task in a

month.A. carried out B. carried through C. carried on D. carried

off20.Many of the scientists and engineers are judged _________

how great their achievementsare.A. in spite of B. in ways of C. in

favor of D. in terms of 100Test 下载频道开通，各类考试题目直
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